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Democratic grassroots organizations are pushing for the Biden-Harris ticket, worried that Trump will capture Indian
American voters on the fence.
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Joe Biden at a town hall hosted by the Iowa Asian and Latino Coalition at Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 33 in Des Moines, Iowa. (Gage Skidmore)

Before the start of a South Asians for Biden Zoom event in July about the rise in hate crimes during the
pandemic, A.R. Rahman’s iconic theme to Bombay (1995) played in the background. On India’s Independence
Day on August 15, about 1,900 viewers tuned in for the group’s targeted discussions about social justice and
former U.S. Vice President Joe Biden’s role in the U.S.-India nuclear deal. In keeping with stereotypes about
“Indian Standard Time,” it began eight minutes late. Exactly a week later, Democratic presidential nominee
Biden and vice presidential running mate Kamala Harris sent out celebratory tweets about the Ganesh
Chaturthi festival.
South Asian Americans are no stranger to Brownpandering and political campaign efforts to woo Brown
constituents on both the left and the right. The 2016 Post-Election National Asian American survey found
that major South Asian groups — 90% of Bangladeshi Americans, 88% of Pakistani Americans, and 77% of
Indian Americans — overwhelmingly voted for Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton. But after
the 2016 presidential election results defied predictions, propelling an outspoken reality star from Trump
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Tower to the White House, Democrats are no longer banking on South Asians’ recent history of leaning left
and are actively trying to capture voters on the fence. While early polling shows that Asian Americans as a
whole are leaning Biden, about one in six are persuadable. Some community organizers believe the TrumpPence campaign has been further ahead with engaging Indian Americans in particular, so grassroots efforts
around the Biden-Harris ticket are scrambling to catch up.

A campaign rally at Hiatt Middle School, Iowa. (Phil Roeder)

“The Trump campaign was quite early in focusing on the Indian American community,” explained Suresh
Kumar, co-founder of Indian Americans for Biden-Harris, a national grassroots group with more than 5,000
members. “Perhaps they realized early on that by showing closeness to [Indian Prime Minister Narendra]
Modi, they could perhaps get an early start. They’ve taken a pretty good lead on that. What we’re doing now
is to pretty much level the playing field — but doing it with facts and figures, so that it impacts the
outcome when they go to vote.”

President Trump and Prime Minister Modi at a bilateral meeting, Feb 25, 2020. (Dan Scavino/Wikimedia)

The Trump campaign has been flamboyant in its outreach to Indian Americans. In 2016, Trump
infamously said he was “a big fan of Hindu” at a New Jersey fundraiser organized by the Republican Hindu
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Coalition. In September 2019, an estimated 50,000 people attended Howdy Modi!, an event where Trump and
Modi appeared on stage at Houston’s NRG Stadium. In February, as the COVID-19 pandemic began brewing
in the United States, the two leaders held a similar Namaste Trump event in Ahmedabad, where about
125,000 attended. In August, U.S.-based supporters created a targeted ad highlighting the Howdy Modi! and
Namaste Trump events, which racked up over 10 million views.
“When looking at support for this president among the Indian community, look no further than the
thousands upon thousands who turned out,” Courtney Parella, deputy national press secretary for the
Trump campaign, told The Juggernaut in a statement. The campaign said it will soon launch an Indian
American coalition, although it has an existing “Indian Voices for Trump” advisory board.
Even with a recent burst of momentum after Biden chose Harris — a woman of Indian and Jamaican
background — small margins in swing states could make or break electoral returns. With South Asians
among the fastest-growing electorates in the country, the community could have the greatest impact in
Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin, according to AAPI
Data.

Democratic vice presidential nominee Kamala Harris speaking with attendees at a fundraiser hosted by the Iowa Asian and Latino Coalition at Jasper Winery in Des Moines, Iowa.
(Gage Skidmore)

“At a time when elections are so close, you can’t write off or count out any community or take any
community for granted. That is the perspective that the Biden campaign is taking, which is a smart one,”
said Neil Makhija, executive director of the Indian American Impact Fund, an organization that has
endorsed the Biden-Harris ticket. In 2016, Trump won Michigan with fewer than 11,000 votes over Clinton;
Pennsylvania went for Trump with only about 44,000 additional votes.
“If we come to a point where it looks like the election is coming down within a couple percentage points,
you don’t want to be in a position where you think about all the different ways you could have made the
difference,” added Makhija, a native of Pennsylvania, where more than 150,000 Indian Americans live.
The Biden-Harris campaign did not respond to The Juggernaut’s requests for comment, but its official
website details policy priorities for the Indian American community, including tackling hate crimes,
protecting houses of worship, and changing immigration policy. “From fighting COVID-19 to building our
economy back better to reforming our system of immigration, a Biden-Harris Administration will be one
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that Indian Americans can count on,” the site says. The campaign’s Asian American and Pacific Islander
(AAPI) team is also reaching out to Indian American voters in more than 14 languages, including Hindi,
Punjabi, Bengali, and Tamil. On the final night of the Democratic National Convention, AAPIs for Biden
organized a pre-convention watch party on Zoom that featured actor Kal Penn and highlighted Biden’s 2016
Diwali reception at his then-Naval Observatory residence.
But before founding Indian Americans for Biden in July, Kumar and other organizers found some segments
of the Indian American community — specifically the first-generation in their 50s and 60s who identify as
Hindu — were shifting their allegiances to Trump. The organizers spoke to more than 15 community
leaders around the country and the feedback was consistent: they wanted a separate Indian American
group to focus solely on Indian — not just South Asian — American issues.

Indian Prime Minister Modi delivers remarks at a luncheon. (Creative Commons)

“Although it can be a small distinction — most people are actually part of both identities — most of the
older folks wanted to identify in that particular category [as Indian Americans],” Kumar said, adding that
these voters wanted more nuance around Indo-China issues and didn’t like some Democrats’ statements
against the Modi government. “The feeling in the community was that the historical context was not
understood appropriately.
Many older Indian Americans would like to see a U.S. president who is in touch with and prioritizes
relations with India. Kumar and his Indian Americans for Biden-Harris co-organizers are addressing the
“perceived closeness between Trump and Modi” (former U.S. president Barack Obama and Modi were also
friendly) — which may make some voters lean Trump — by educating members on Biden’s track record on
immigration and trade, as well as his stances on India. “A lot of people, especially [those] sitting on the
fence, have been getting convinced that it is better to go with somebody [Biden] who has proven over years
that they are pro-India.” They point to Trump mishandling the pandemic and immigration policies that
have been a blow to Indian students on visas, H-1B holders, and those waiting for green cards.
The South Asians for Biden group, too, is contrasting Trump’s policies on immigration. The group is also
highlighting Biden’s push for removing sanctions against India during the George W. Bush administration
and Biden’s role on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee during the U.S.-India Nuclear Deal, a watershed
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moment that supported India’s civilian nuclear energy program by lifting a 30-year U.S. moratorium on
nuclear trade with India.
“There are so many issues domestically that are so much more important than something arising out of
India’s domestic politics,” said Deepa Sharma, communications co-chair of South Asians for Biden, adding
that the group is also emphasizing religious tolerance and hate crime prosecutions in the U.S. The group
has more than 2,000 volunteers doing phone outreach, helping people register to vote, and directly
responding to misinformation within WhatsApp groups with facts. “Given what we learned in 2016 about
misinformation, we want to be proactive about how to handle that,” she added.
Harris’s nomination brought a new wave of energy to the Democratic ticket, with many South Asian
Americans celebrating the representational milestone. “She’s the only candidate that has experience in all
three branches of government,” said Rajiv Bhateja, co-founder of They See Blue, an organization that
advocates electing South Asian American Democrats. “[The excitement is] not only because she’s got South
Asian heritage. It’s also because she is a woman, she is a person of color — all things we would like to see
more of in politics.”
But swaths of young South Asian Americans — namely in Gen Z (those born 1997 and later) — have not been
forgiving of Harris’s work as a prosecutor, a time when she had been more reticent about getting involved
in cases that involved killings by the police.

Joe Biden and Kamala Harris will face incumbents Donald Trump and Mike Pence this November. (Biden-Harris campaign)

Before South Asian Americans became a dependable Democratic voting bloc, many supported Republican
President Ronald Reagan, a charismatic actor-turned-politician who advocated for trickle-down economics
and small government, in the 1980s. Wendy Schiller, chair of the political science department at Brown
University, said Republican policies have traditionally appealed to businesspeople — and many new
immigrants run businesses. “From a policy platform, [the Democratic platform] is a more challenging sell
than the Republican platform.” Immigrants are almost twice as likely to start businesses as native-born
Americans, and the Fortune 500 has at least 10 Indian-origin CEOs.
But Schiller believes Harris’s nomination has forced the Republicans to recalibrate their rhetoric on
women’s issues and immigration. Schiller points to the administration’s sudden change of heart during the
week of the Republican National Convention (RNC), announcing that more than 13,000 U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services workers would not be furloughed as previously planned. “That is not an accident.
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Clearly, the Trump campaign has pivoted and realized that every vote is going to matter in 2020,” Schiller
said. “That is political. It is more than a nod to those key South Asian voters.”
During the RNC, the party aired a naturalization ceremony Trump hosted at the White House that
included new U.S. citizen Sudha Narayanan. But the participants — and even Acting Homeland Security
Secretary Chad Wolf — were not told that the video would air during the convention. Trump is also a
“birther”: he infamously questioned whether Obama was born in the U.S. (he was born in Honolulu, Hawaii),
and questioned whether Harris is eligible for vice president (she is — Harris was born in Oakland,
California). Immigrant voters might also recall Trump’s isolationist “America first” policies, comments after
the 2017 Charlottesville white supremacist rally, and his administration’s child separation practices at the
border.

U.S. President Donald Trump and India Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the G20 Summit (Wikimedia)

M.R. Rangaswami, a Silicon Valley investor and founder of nonprofit Indiaspora, believes that political
campaigns are paying more and more attention to Indian Americans — among the richest immigrant
communities in the U.S. with a median household income of $126,705 in 2019 (the U.S. median household
income was $65,712 in 2019). “Over the past few election cycles, candidates in general have noticed the checkwriting and the mone[tar]y support from our community has grown bigger and bigger,” he said. He also
noted that hundreds of thousands of Indian Americans could move from green cards toward U.S.
citizenship in the next couple of years — boosting an already growing voting bloc.
Rangaswami hopes the community won’t be single-issue voters and will examine each candidate’s policies
on matters such as education, immigration, and climate change.
“You can’t vote for a candidate just because they’re Indian or vote for a candidate just because they’re
friends with Prime Minister Modi. You’ve got to dig deeper.”

Vignesh is a senior editor at The Juggernaut. He has spent nearly the last decade in reporting, editing, and
production roles at various newsrooms, including ProPublica, NBC News Digital, Mashable, Peninsula Press
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(in partnership with KQED and SFGate), and the Stanford Computational Journalism Lab. He has also
written for NPR, The Marshall Project, OZY, and Knight Foundation. He earned a MA in Journalism from
Stanford University and a BS in Broadcast News Journalism from the University of Colorado at Boulder. He
grew up in the Denver area and can speak Tamil/Tanglish and Spanish.
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A boom in South Asian campaign staffers shows that the South Asian American vote matters. But will their efforts
to shape the race work?
Meghna Rao
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